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ABSTRACT

Low-cost Automated Guided Vehicle Systems (AGVS) play
an increasing role for the automation of production plants.
For complex installations, a simulation of the transport sys-
tem should be performed during the planning phase in or-
der to check for possible problems and to optimize param-
eters. During operation of complex AGVS a visualization
of the whole system is desirable in order to allow a con-
tinuous monitoring. Since most of the relevant tasks have
to be performed for simulation and visualization as well,
we constructed an integrated tool which is able to deal with
both jobs. As an example for operation of the simulation
tool, results are presented for the calculation of the number
of vehicles for optimal performance of an AGVS given a
layout and a transport matrix.

OVERVIEW

As mentioned above, low-cost Automated Guided Vehicle
Systems (AGVS) play an increasing role for the automation
of production plants since they can be used as a flexible as-
sembly line (Müller 1993). In recent years AGVS prevailed
on the market of material flow on the manufacturing floor
due to advantages like installation costs, flexibility and the
fact, that no extra space is needed in comparison to conven-
tional conveyor systems. There are several ways to avoid
collisions between different vehicles. Basically, the track
network is divided into blocks as known from railway sys-
tems. In order to allow a fexible and cheap re-configuration,
block demandal and granting is done by a central “block
control unit”, which communicates with the vehicles by ra-
dio signals.

Since there is a tendency to use AGVS for more and more
complex transportation tasks, a growing need for tools for
planning and monitoring the employment of AGVS arises.
The first step in planning of a AGVS is the construction of
the layout, consisting of tracks, block structure and stations.

This task will be performed with an AGVS-editor (Bauer
1997). The resulting layout is stored in a database; it de-
fines the structure of the AGVS. For complex installations,
at this point a simulation of the transport system should be
performed in order to check for possible problems and to
optimize parameters as the track layout or the number of
vehicles. This is done with little effort before the final in-
stallation of the system is done. When the AGVS is oper-
ational one may wish to have a control centre in order to
monitor the positions of the vehicles and possible problems
like collisions or the battery going low. Since the simula-
tion and monitoring tasks have many subtasks in common,
we constructed a tool for performing them simultaneously,
i.e. for simulating and visualizing the operation of AGVS.

CONCEPTS

In the area of AGVS different scenarios can be modeled and
simulated: the chassis of a single vehicle, the control sys-
tem of a single vehicle, geometrical dimensions and the en-
velope of a vehicle to pass stationary obstacles etc. For the
plant in question the objective was to find out the number
of vehicles for optimal performance of the AGVS given a
layout and a transport matrix. A simulation is needed since
the layout does not show a simple structure which could be
solved algorithmically as in (Schmidt 1989). The follow-
ing tasks have to be solved for this kind of simulation of the
AGVS operation [S] and for visualization of the real system
[V]:

� (S) Simulation of a single vehicle (speed, load, battery
charge, . . . )

� (S) Communication of the simulated vehicles with the
block control unit

� (V) Determination of position and state of the real vehi-
cles

� (SV) Visualization of vehicle position and state

� (SV) Evaluation of statistical measures for the system
(e.g. waiting times at stations) in order to determine
the need for optimization

� (SV) Analysis and visualization of problematical track
sections (e.g. with frequent blockades due to overload)
in order to give hints for optimization
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Since most of the relevant tasks have to be performed for
simulation and visualization as well, we constructed an in-
tegrated tool which is able to deal with both jobs.

Figure 1 shows the structure of the tool and its (optional)
embedding into the AGVS control environment. The exist-
ing AGVS control environment is shown in grey. It provides
the simulation unit with parameters of the real plant, while
the simulation unit adds data of virtual vehicles. As can be
seen from the figure, it is in principle possible to combine
the operation of a AGVS system with a simulation of addi-
tional vehicles. This feature can be used for demonstrations
of complex systems which can only in part be implemented
(e.g. at a fair), but it may also be useful for the conception
of extensions of existing AGVS systems.
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Figure 1: Structure of the AGVS simulation and visualiza-
tion tool

SIMULATION

The simulation of a single vehicle consists of the descrip-
tion of the physical properties of the vehicle and of its action
scheme. The relevant physical properties are position and
velocity of the vehicle as well as its current load and bat-
tery charge. Both parameters may influence the maximal
velocity and the possible acceleration values. Position and
velocity are upgraded by a simple Euler integration scheme,
which fully suffices for this purpose.

The actions of the vehicle are determined by

� position-dependent signals (as marks for stations or
switches), which are provided by the track database,

� information on block occupancies, which are provided
by the block control unit,

� inputs of the simulated or real users.

Possible actions of the vehicle are:

� Setting of a new maximal velocity. This will lead to
the appropriate acceleration in order to adapt the actual
velocity to the demanded one.

� Demanding and releasing blocks.

� Decision which track should be followed at a switch.

� Discharge of the battery.

� Random generation of different types of disorders.

When a vehicle reaches its destination station, it stops and
waits for user actions to be done. The defined user actions
are:

� Loading or unloading a vehicle with a definite amount
of time

� Recharging of the vehicles’ battery

� Sending a vehicle to a new destination station

� Requesting a vehicle from another station

These actions may be performed manually by the operator
of the simulation, but they will normally be executed by
simulated users. A simulated user is present at each station,
it consists of a list of actions to be performed on specific
conditions. Random elements (e.g. a distribution of waiting
times) may be incorporated into the actions of the simulated
users in order to get a more realistic simulation and to avoid
artefacts. The collection of the simulated users specify the
considered production environment, as far as transportation
problems are concerned. The vehicle and simulated user
actions described suffice to simulate the AGVS operation
in the specific environment.

In order to be useful as a planning tool, the simulation pro-
gram must provide data on the quality of the solution of the
transport problem. The most relevant of these data are:

� The mean and maximal time, which the user has to
wait for the next vehicle to arrive at each station. As-
suming that the main operation at the station consists
of processing items stored on the vehicle, this time is
a measure for possible delays at the station.

� The time a vehicle has to wait before being allowed
to enter each station. This value indicates whether a
station is over-equipped with vehicles.

� The time a vehicle has to wait “on the road” due to
used blocks. This is an overall measure indicating a
possible overload of the track network. If one spec-
ifies this value for each block group seperately, one
gets hints for possible causes of an overload.

In order to allow an easy inspection of the system, all of
these data can be visualized either in the layout scheme or
in separate diagrams.



BASIC ELEMENTS

The conception and realization of the simulation and visual-
ization tool is based on a distributed system platform called
AK (Schweizer 1995). AK allows an easy construction of
platform independent distributed systems.
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Figure 2: Application example of AK

Services and applications interact by exchanging tasks and
results, playing service and client roles. Tasks and results
are used for communication, synchronization and the def-
inition of real- time requirements (giving a task a dead-
line). AK abstracts from the underlying operating system (if
any, e.g. on a microcontroller), communication system and
hardware. The second prebuilt component is the so called
man-machine interface “Fluids”. The basic idea of the man
machine serviceFluids (Vogelsang et al 1997) is the intro-
duction of symbols (Brinkschulte et al. 1996b) as state-
pictures of structured objects of an application, e.g. pro-
cess variables of a control unit (Brinkschulte et al. 1996a).
The user can flexibly define symbols and their behaviour on
events with an interactive tool, thesymbol-editor. Symbols
are composed of base-symbols, such as lines, circles and
other user-defined symbols. As a result, symbols may con-
tain a hierarchy of components. These are stored in a con-
figuration database for usage within the application. After
the configuration or construction, the symbols are available
in the application. To use them, they have to be connected
with an object. Changing a value of this object leads to a
different graphical representation. Changing the graphical
representation (e.g. the user moves a symbol interactive)
leads to a different object value. The relations between ob-
ject values and the resulting images can be defined. This re-
lation is either continuous, where linear or logarithmic func-
tions are provided, or discrete. The construction by using
an object- and service-oriented design scheme allows easy
switching between simulation, simulation with real parts (a
combination of real vehicles and simulated ones) and real
operation. Only services have to be substituted or changed
in their configuration in order to change the system setup.

An automated guided vehicle comes in many various de-
signs (Premi and Besant 1987), it can be equipped with or
without devices for unaided loading/unloading and/or auto-

mated coupling of trailers. Moreover, one can choose dif-
ferent principles of guidance (laser, inductive wire, optical
markings like tape etc.). Communication with the central
block unit can be transmitted by radio, infra-red or via an
inductive guidance wire. Different chassis, wheel numbers
and steering lead to different velocity and direction con-
trollers.

Since the basic control structure for all this variations of
vehicles is the same, the above presented modular concept
simplifies the adaptation to different vehicle types (Ham-
merschmidt and Vogelsang 1996) within a short time frame
and reduces costs.

APPLICATION EXAMPLE

As an example, we will give some results of a simula-
tion done for optimizing the AGVS-concept for a German
company. The simulated AGVS is now in real operation.
Battery-powered vehicles are used which optically recog-
nize and follow a track on the floor (optical guidance was in-
troduced by (Tsumura 1986)). This track is defined e.g. by a
coloured adhesive tape. Special optical marks or transpon-
ders are used to define relevant points, such as stopping-
points or switches. Figure 3 shows the track layout used.
The latin numbers indicate the stations, the little dots indi-
cate block borders and switch marks. The vehicles are used
to supply the stations with raw products. When new mate-
rial is needed at a station, a new vehicle will be demanded
from stationL . This vehicle will be loaded there and drive
to the demanding station, where it will stay until its con-
tent is processed. Afterwards, the vehicle will transport the
products to stationV and return in empty state to stationL ,
awaiting a new transport task there. In the described case,
the simulation was used primarily to determine the optimal
number of vehicles for a given transportation matrix and to
identify possible problems related to layout (e.g. avoidable
delays).

Figure 4 shows – as a summary of the simulation results –
the dependence of mean and maximum waiting time at the
operational stations on the number of vehicles used. Each
dot indicates the result of a separate simulation, consisting
of 240 hours of simulated time. When the plant is oper-
ated with few vehicles, the waiting times are high, since
the number of vehicles does not suffice to perform all the
transportation tasks. With increasing number of vehicles
the waiting time decreases until a fixed value is reached.
Now, the plant operates at its optimum. The waiting time
remaining is due to the block control scheme, which allows
the next vehicle to enter a station only when its predeces-
sor has left the corresponding block. This leads to finite
minimum waiting times ateach station. When the number
of vehicles is further increased, the waiting times will fi-
nally start to increase again. This is due to an overload of
the track network leading to mutual blockades of the vehi-
cles. In this region, the system operates in a chaotic regime



and the single waiting times become more and more unpre-
dictable.

Figure 5 shows the probability distribution for the waiting
times at a particular station. Such a diagram can be used
to find an answer to the question how many vehicles are
needed to assure that the waiting time is less than a speci-
fied value with a defined minimal probability. Thus, a fine-
tuning of the planned AGVS system is possible.
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Figure 3: Track layout for the simulation example
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Figure 4: Sample simulation results: Dependence of wait-
ing times on the number of vehicles used
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Figure 5: Sample simulation results: Probability distribu-
tion of waiting times for different vehicle numbers

CONCLUSIONS

By using the described simulation tool to predict the per-
formance and behaviour of the AGVS an exact planning of
the material flow system was possible before vehicle con-
struction, installation and commencement of operation of
the whole system. In between the plant is working since
several months, and measurements on the plant fit to the
simulation results evaluated before. Research is now being
continued to extend the simulation by geometrical data in
order to allow an automatic track generation of the layout on
the factory floor. During operation, a short-time simulation
shall be used to optimize control, disposition and placing of
transport orders on vehicles and thereby increase the overall
performance and avoid superfluous jamming situations.
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